
SECDONDSITE DRaaS

Experience an instant, simple, and reliable disaster recovery with SecondSite DRaaS

SecondSite DRaaS simplifies your disaster recovery and business continuity strategy. Delivered through cloud, the service allows you to 
rapidly deploy a disaster recovery site without owning the technology, buying the hardware, and training personnel for your secondary 
site. Executing failover, failback, and disaster recovery processes is just one click away. 

Built on the award-winning Zerto platform, the solution creates redundancy for mission critical applications and data which you need to 
recover quickly when catastrophic events occur, such as hardware failure, human error, natural disasters, and power failure. It enables 
near real-time DR failover and failback with RPOs of only seconds and RTOs of few minutes

This service suits all businesses due to its scalability. Whether you are protecting one VM or 1.000 VMs, SecondSite DR stays as a reliable 
and a�ordable solution for small businesses and large enterprises.
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Benefits for Business:

Scalable for 
small to large 

business

Regional 
locations

Simple and a�ordable 
monthly billing

Simple plans with 
no contract
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Features:

On-premises 
Hypervisor-based 

replication

Deploy and test at 
anytime, day or 

night

RPOs in seconds, 
RTOs in minutes

Full or partial 
failover and 

failback

Replication for any 
applications: SQL, Oracle, 

SAP and more

Integrated with 
WANs

Easy  and real-time 
compliance reporting

Use cases:
DRaaS is not solely for major events and insurance coverage but applicable for many more scenarios:

Replication and Disaster 
Recovery

Move from backup 
to long term retention

Workload  mobility 
from anything to anything

Automated disaster recovery 
testing

Reduce RPOs and RTOs One-to-many replication Recovering from ransomware

Sign up now and begin your DR journey in minutes

Replicate your on-premises data center to Zettagrid cloud data center
Starts from

$99/month/VM/TB

Replicate your existing Virtual Data Center to another availability zone
Starts from

$109/month/VM/TB
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